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After a solid first quarter, it was little surprise that 
the pace of deal making activity slackened amid the 
uncertainty in the run-up to the Brexit referendum. 
Here, Jim Keeling of corporate finance advisor 
Corbett Keeling looks at the data from the second 
quarter and assesses the state of the market as 
participants digest the implications of the 
referendum result.

Deal making has certainly not 
fallen off the cliff, and two out of 
three segments actually saw a 
pick-up in activity

In our last issue, we noted signs of a pre-referendum 
slowing in the pace of transactions. The preliminary 
figures for the second quarter reveal that activity 
remained subdued over the period. However, deal 
making has certainly not fallen off the cliff, and two 
out of three segments actually saw a pick-up in 
activity. 

We see no signs of anyone walking 
away from transactions which were 
started before the Brexit vote, and 
some deals which had been put on 
hold are likely to be resumed in the 
near future

While the Brexit uncertainty may continue to weigh 
on activity in the near term as the market collects its 
breath over the summer holiday season, many of the 
private equity investors we’ve spoken with are 
hopeful that the dust will soon settle and investing 
will return to normal. We see no signs of anyone 
walking away from transactions which were started 
before the Brexit vote, and some deals which had 
been put on hold are likely to be resumed in the 
near future.

Back to business – 
businesses to back!

Before looking ahead, though, we should first 
examine the extent of the slowdown in deal making.

� The smaller buy-outs sector (transactions with 
enterprise value of less than £150 million) had a 
solid second quarter, accelerating slightly from 
the first three months of the year. The total 
number of deals rose from a solid 23 in the first 
quarter to 35, the most since the last quarter of 
2014. The value of deals came in at just shy of 
£1.5 billion, again the highest for six quarters.
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Deals in the smaller buy-outs sector 
rose from a solid 23 in the first quarter 
to 35, the most since the last quarter of 
2014. The value of deals came in at just 
shy of £1.5 billion, again the highest for 
six quarters

� The larger buy-outs sector (enterprise value of 
£150 million or above) was in muddle-through 
mode. The number of deals remained the same as 
in the first quarter, at a lowly four. However, the 
value of transactions increased, if only to a 
relatively modest £1.6 billion.

� The only real decline from the first quarter was in 
early stage and expansion capital deals, where the 
volume of deals fell from 86 to 46, the lowest level 
since 2005. The value of transactions, at £564 
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million, was well down on the first quarter’s £989 
million. For the first half of the year, however, the 
total value is not far off previous years’ levels and 
is well above the depths plumbed in the global 
financial crisis.
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With debt still available, the all equity buy-outs 
remain an endangered species. Only one such 
transaction was completed in the second quarter, 
down from an already paltry three in the first three 
months of the year.

Our latest survey shows little sign of 
the pessimism prevalent in certain 
sections of the national media. As ever, 
market participants are keen to get on 
with their jobs

The question now is how long this period of 
lacklustre activity is likely to persist. Our latest survey
shows little sign of the pessimism prevalent in certain
sections of the national media. As ever, market 
participants are keen to get on with their jobs.

Given the persisting uncertainty about 
the form Brexit may take, respondents 
remained on balance optimistic on the 
opportunities for deal making

� Perhaps surprisingly, given the persisting 
uncertainty about the form Brexit may take and 
concerns over the potential repercussions for 
trade with the EU, the respondents remained on 
balance optimistic on the opportunities for deal 
making. While half foresaw no change in the 
volume of transactions over the next 12 months, 
30% expected an increase and only 20% a fall.

� None of our respondents predicted any change in 
the availability of debt. However, it was clear that 
cyclical businesses in particular may find it harder 
to obtain favourable terms.

60% of respondents either saw no 
impact or were unsure whether the 
Brexit referendum had resulted in 
more deals than usual being put on 
hold, while 20% reported being busier 
than normal

� Asked whether the Brexit referendum had 
resulted in more deals than usual being put on 
hold, 60% of respondents either saw no impact or 
were unsure, while 20% reported being busier 
than normal. The remaining 20% said deals had 
been delayed, though one respondent thought 
that was unrelated to the referendum.

We expect deal volumes to stay 
healthy. Private equity houses are 
eager to step in where trade buyers 
may be hesitant, and banks remain 
willing to lend. The news is not all 
bad – and certainly not as bad as 
the media like to portray it

We would not be surprised if the effects of the Brexit 
vote linger for some time yet. However, with a new 
prime minister swiftly in place, some of the 
uncertainty may soon be resolved, and the process of 
negotiating will be able to begin. Much will depend 
on the precise route the new prime minister and 
Cabinet agree to take, and some senior politicians 
have hinted at new business-friendly measures to 
offset any adverse macro-economic impacts of 
Brexit. In any case, the weakening of sterling will 
have made exports cheaper and increased the 
attraction of UK companies for overseas buyers, one 
step along the path towards correcting the long-
standing imbalances in the UK economy. In the 
meantime, we expect deal volumes to stay healthy, 
as some of the transactions which were delayed 
pending the result of the referendum are resumed 
once more. Private equity houses are eager to step in 
where trade buyers may be hesitant, and banks 
remain willing to lend. The news is not all bad – 
and certainly not as bad as the media like to 
portray it.

E-mail: Jim.Keeling@corbettkeeling.com


